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Added Value

- Assessment & Screening abilities and tools
- Knowledge of Multnomah county mental health/Chemical dependency resources
- Crisis management skills
- Individual “Coaching”/therapy

Goal:

To help participants identify and overcome challenges that limit or prevent their employability and self-sufficiency, also to assist in building resources, support and skills.
Overview

MH/A&D Assessments
- Refer to resources/treatment

Walk In Clinic
- Provides direct access to services
- Self Referral & Scheduled

GAIN Screening
- Current monthly group screening during Career Launch

Case Staffing’s
- Participation recommendations
- Engagement

Treatment Providers
- RE: Attendance, Treatment Plan, Recommendations
Overview Cont…

**Home Visits**
With FC or w/out

**Coordinate Special Events**
- Yoga Punx
- Mental Health Awareness Month Event
- OHP Education Info Session

**Psych. Evals**
Refer, Review and interpret. Discuss next steps for success with family coach and participant
Continued Growth

**CBT Educational Group**
Skills training for customers

**MH A&D Specialist plus 1**
Provide enhanced adequate & equal access for all branches

**Additional A&D services**
- 12 step meetings
- Secular group meetings
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